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Sholem Aleichem: Monologues of Mastery

Ken Frieden

Sholem Aleichem's monologues give voice to a diverse cast of characters. Sholem Aleichem is best known as an author who speaks for the common people, or *folkstyp*, because his digressive, free-associative style is most effective when attributed to untrained narrators. A vastly different situation arises, however, when relatively educated monologists narrate and manipulate events; I refer to monologues of this manipulative kind as "monologues of mastery." These monologues preclude an affectionate or even a neutral response, and raise questions concerning the moral content of satire. In two particular cases, when Sholem Aleichem represents the voices of bourgeois characters, he stages an unusual drama of social criticism.

Previous writers have touched on the social and political implications of Sholem Aleichem's work. In a seminal essay entitled, "The Social Roots of Sholem Aleichem's Humor," for example, Meir Viner disputes the claim that Sholem Aleichem did not criticize the Jewish plutocracy of Kiev. Viner refers to the first period of Sholem Aleichem's creativity, from 1890 to 1895, arguing that he did stray from the "path of mercy" onto the "path of judgment." Yet Viner only mentions the years of reaction (from 1905 to 1907), and does not analyze the later stories written during these years. A recent article by Hanan Wirth-Nesher, "Voices of Ambivalence in Sholem Aleichem's Monologues," continues where Viner left off.

Paraphrasing Viner, Wirth-Nesher concludes that Sholem Aleichem strives to preserve neutrality: "the linguistic disguises which Sholem Aleichem has draped around his speakers ... permit the writer to escape from making the moral choices that his mutually contradictory and eclectic petit bourgeois social views would have eventually necessitated." 3 I will dispute this conclusion: while many of the monologues do express basic ambivalences, others convey Sholem Aleichem's sympathies and (especially) antipathies. In short, Sholem Aleichem employs monologues to enact a subtle form of social satire.

Interpreters of Sholem Aleichem's monologues have concentrated on a few major figures. As a result, critical and popular awareness hardly extend beyond "The Pot," "Advice," "Geese," and the Tevye stories. Reader reception has suppressed or overlooked another, potentially threatening world of Sholem Aleichem's work, which is epitomized by the monologues of mastery. The elements that comprise this mock genre may be found elsewhere, but they are particularly evident in the stories "Yoysey," "Three Widows," and "A Story of a Greenhorn." Rather than attempt a comprehensive discussion of Sholem Aleichem's monologues, I will interpret two of these relatively unknown and atypical tales.

The monologues of mastery are narrated by men whose wealth and education enable them to carry out sinister schemes. They often claim
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to be impotent or indecisive; unlike Sholem Aleichem's impoverished speakers, however, these narrators are in a position to dominate events, both in their fictional worlds and in their acts of narration. As they address their monologues to Sholem Rabinovich's persona, Sholem Aleichem, we search for a clue as to how we should react. But the listener betrays no emotions, except in his occasional, ambiguous smiles. The author's implicit stance lies deeper, beneath the surface of the narrative situation.

"Yoysef" (1905) carries the subtitle: "Narrative of a 'Gentleman.'" This epithet at first appears as Sholem Aleichem's ironic designation, yet it also comes from within the story: "The gentleman—1 had no other name," the narrator explains, among the revolutionaries he knows. Throughout, the speaker describes himself and the other characters roughly, in accordance with their differences in status. The ensuing rivalry between two men resonates with political overtones.

The story is simple enough: the gentleman admires and desires a poor girl who is the waitress in her mother's restaurant. She, however, is attracted to Yoysef, one of the social revolutionaries who frequent the restaurant. Hence the drama centers around the question: Who exerts greater power (that is, of attraction), and by what means? Whereas the gentleman is primarily concerned with powers that vie for a woman's love, Yoysef occupies himself with revolutionary ideas.

The narrator evasively describes the girl who motivates the story: "You yourself probably understand that I will not tell who she is and what she is, and where she comes from. She is a woman, a girl, indeed a beautiful girl, and poor." Despite this evasiveness, the gentleman quickly reveals what he considers to be the essential facts: she is beautiful and poor. He wishes to possess her, but finds that she is not as helpless as her financial and social position lead him to expect. That the gentleman views his beloved girl in capital terms is clear from his glowing account of her laughter, "which alone is worth all the money" one pays to eat in her mother's restaurant. In short, he wants to purchase her on the strength of his financial holdings, and is thwarted when her affections are unmoved by monetary concerns.

The gentleman initially defies the hearer of his tale: "You can laugh at me, you can make a feuilleton out of me, even a book, if you wish—I'm not afraid of you" (107). Aware of Sholem Aleichem's usual, satiric practices, the monologist asserts his independence. Nevertheless, the final lines of the story undermine this initial bravado: "Give me your hand that everything I have told you here will remain between the two of us" (133). From start to finish, the narrator is aware of power struggles, and is especially sensitive to those associated with speech. While he tells a story of his efforts to manipulate others, he strives to manipulate the fictional hearer of his tale, simultaneously manipulating the reader of Sholem Aleichem's story. But by writing the account which his character has supposedly asked him to keep secret, Sholem Aleichem hints at a betrayal of his fictional speaker.

The narrator boasts that women constantly fall in love with him and that matchmakers always chase him. His self-description is, however, unconvincing.

Ikh bin a yungerman a hayntiger, un a sheynyer yung, a gezunter, mit a shhtikel nomen, un a hibsher fardeiner, un a kerbel iz bax mir boite.

I am a modern, handsome young man, healthy, with a bit of a name, and a fine breadwinner, so that a ruble is nothing to me. (108)

The gentleman resorts to this self-portrait in order to authenticate his status, and it becomes a kind of nervous reflex, but his oft-repeated refrain only unsettles the identity it is intended to secure. Rather than respect his position, we come to see it as a joke: he turns himself into a caricature of the up-to-date gentleman. Whenever he encounters a difficulty, an awkward pause, or a threat to his presumed power, he comically sketches out his profile. Although he claims to have "a bit of a name," in his own story he never receives one, and despite all his efforts, only his rival's name, Yoysef, will be remembered.

For the narrator who is so conscious of his image, class relations are clearly marked by styles of dress. The socialist "Yankeleh" (generic "Jacobs") frequent his favored restaurant wearing long hair and black shirts. In contrast, the narrator wears a smoking jacket with a white vest. The tension between speaker and hearer intensifies with the remark that "you yourself, it seems, wear long hair and a black shirt, and if you think it handsome, excuse me, but you're wrong" (111). This assault places the fictional hearer, implicitly Sholem Aleichem (the fictional persona, not the author Sholem Rabinovich) at odds with the speaker and closer to the revolutionary intellectuals. Language becomes a medium of aggression, and the reader may well feel uneasy about the narrator's attacks and feints.

Language also becomes an issue in connection with the Marxist terminology which is so popular among the "Yankeleh." The speaker says that he has nothing against honest talk, but

Ikh heb nor fajnt, az me zoit mir, az ikh bina "bourgeois." Ikh, far in vort "bourgeois," kon geben a foyn-arayn in bak arayn!

I simply dislike it, when someone tells me that I am a "bourgeois." For the word "bourgeois" I can deliver a slap in the cheek! (112)

The monologist is familiar with Marxist terminology, and he uses it to approach Yoysef and his circle. On occasion he even resorts to their key words: "proletariat," "Marx," "Bebel," "react" (reaigiren), and "conspiratorial" (114, 123, 124, 126, 130). For the gentleman, however, these words merely form the mask by means of which he hopes to attain his ends.

Although the narrator boasts of his good name, he discovers that another name is far better, in the usage of his beloved: "She speaks the name 'Yoysef' with an odd sort of sing-song. Only a bride uses such a sing-song, when she speaks the name of her groom." (110). Impoverished, the desired girl asserts her freedom from the narrator by means of a word, one of her only words which he records: "Yoysef." This word presents such an obstacle that it structures the narrative and provides its title. Like a spell against Satan, the name of the beloved keeps the narrator at a
distance. Since the mildly satanic gentleman cannot become Yoysf in order to correspond to her longings, he wonders how he can eliminate the rivalry.

The relationship between power and language is explicit in one central scene, when the gentleman attends a revolutionary meeting. While Yoysf speaks, the narrator observes his success as an orator; he is especially struck by Yoysf's sway over her:

That minute I envied him, not so much for the force of his speaking, not for the honor and the applause which he received afterward, when he finished speaking—not for these things was I so envious of him, as for the way she looked at him! For such a look of hers, I would give away—I myself don't know what! (117-18)

The narrator decides to eliminate his adversary, whom he credits with rhetorical skill: me darf zayer poter weren (120). Having determined that Yoysf's power resides in his language, the narrator resolves to fight him on this ground: "I'll have a chat with him alone" (ibid.). When they meet, the gentleman begins by showing off all the Marxist vocabulary he knows. Then he transforms reagiren from a political term into a description of bourgeois emotions, to explain that he is not accustomed to "reacting" to a girl in this way. It remains unclear whether the speaker says anything more threatening to Yoysf. We merely see that, in contrast to the gentleman, Yoysf has concerns other than amorous pursuit.

The next we hear, Yoysf is in trouble with the authorities. Given the political environment of early 1903, one must assume that his trial turns out badly; he is presumably hanged or exiled. The gentleman's obstacle appears to have been overcome. He then makes a ruthless attempt to ambush his beloved's heart in a moment of weakness, but without success.

He tells her that she need not reagiren (again this word!) so strongly to what has happened; she should forget it all. Although he is momentarily surprised by his power of speech, his efforts fail (130). Soon afterward the girl, her mother, and their restaurant disappear. All inquiries are in vain; their memory is like a dream. The gentleman can only tell the tale of a girl who revealed to him the limits of his power.

The narrator strives to manipulate the hearer of the story at the same time that he pretends to be weak and a failure (108). Yet he evidently plays an active role at some points in his account, and we may wonder whether there is any connection between the narrator's schemes and Yoysf's demise. This question is unanswerable, since it lies beyond the limits of the story. Nevertheless, a passing comment may hint that the gentleman contributed to Yoysf's arrest. He explains that he keeps a record of the conspiratorial activity he observes: "I wrote it out in a notebook" (sich hob es farshiben bay zikh in bikhel) (115). Sholem Aleichem employs irony when he has the narrator add: "Whether it will be of use, or not, I don't know, but certainly it doesn't hurt" (ibid.). Of course, certain kinds of notes can have deleterious effects, though perhaps not on their author. Again, language is the medium in which power exerts itself; writing can be an act of aggression.

Without yet drawing conclusions, I turn to a more intricate version of this basic plot, Sholem Aleichem's "Three Widows" ("Dray almonos"; 1907). The narrator of this monologue is similarly wealthy and literate, but the subtitle emphasizes an ungentlemanly characteristic: this is "a story of an old bachelor, an irascible man [bal kasar]." Anger is central to the story, in part because the speaker continually provokes the listener, implicitly Sholem Aleichem.

"Three Widows" is the longest of Sholem Aleichem's Monologen.12 The narrator's tense, belligerent relationship to his audience helps hold together the three sections of the narrative. His opening words immediately create a dramatic situation, following something the interlocutor has supposedly said: "You are wrong, my lord. Not all old maids are unhappy, not all old bachelors are egoists. Sitting there in your study with a cigar in your mouth and a book in your hand, you imagine you already know everything!" (165). The reader is drawn into an aggressive scene for the duration of the narrative.13 Similarly, the second part begins: "why have I made you wait so long?—Because I wanted to. When I tell a story, I do it when I wish, not when you wish" (190). The speaker insists that the hearer sit silently in an uncomfortable chair; and he sets the time and place of their meeting. After he concludes the second section, he tells the listener that to hear the rest of "the story about my 'widow number three,' you should trouble yourself to come to my home. If not—as you wish! I won't drag you by the coat tails." He taunts, "You'll come by yourself" (ihr vet aleyn kumen) (199). Sholem Aleichem displaces the three sections of his story (originally serialized in more than three installments) onto three separate scenes within the fictional world.

The plot of "Three Widows" parallels the earlier "Yoysf," although the irascible speaker's account borders on absurdity. The monologon begins his story by narrating the death of an acquaintance. He helps the bereaved widow and her daughter Roza, who is born a few months later. Although infatuated by the widow, he explains that insubmissiveness prevents him from satisfying his desire to marry her. Meanwhile, as Roza matures, the narrator's infatuation shifts from mother to daughter. Again, however, he never goes so far as to propose marriage. Roza eventually marries a bookkeeper who promptly poisons himself after a business failure. She subsequently gives birth to Feygele, and the earlier pattern recurs. The narrator delays his marriage proposal to the daughter for so long that he finally transfers his attentions to the granddaughter. (In structure, if not in tone, this repetition of events ad absurdum associates the story with some of Sholem Aleichem's more familiar, comic tales.) Insensitive to his charms, Feygele marries a chemist who, like Yoysf, is soon arrested for conspiratorial activities and hunged. The speaker continues his close associations with the three widows, and twice interrupts his story to dine with them. As the story ends, he anticipates spending the night at their home. This narrative combines dark humor, perversion, and the absurd, in multiple layers of satire.14
One early digression on buttons, revolving around a failure to marry, prepares for the events of the story:

What is a button? A button, dear friend, with one of us, with a bachelor, is an important thing! An entire world! Over a button a nasty story once occurred: a bachelor came to look at a girl, and someone pointed out to him with a laugh that he was missing a button; he went away and hanged himself. (168)

According to his account, the bachelor narrator is a master of buttons, of reserve, to the extent that he never seems undressed or to have a lewd thought:

Our speaker shows all the twists and turns of an unreliable narrator. His claim to speak "from the heart, without tricks" only arouses suspicions. He is evasive, self-contradictory, and at odds with established ethical norms: he withholds details (e.g., 168, 177-78), contradicts himself (e.g., 167/180-81/201), and repeatedly mocks social conventions (e.g. 165). Like the narrator of "Yoysef," he is an individualist and an outsider. He even predicts that the hearer will label him "an old bachelor, an irascible man," anticipating the criticism he knows he provokes. Still, the success of this fiction derives from the problematic (rather than entirely and obviously reprehensible) position of its speaker. 

As he speaks, the narrator taunts the hearer: "I don’t ask your opinion!" (167); "I won’t enter into discussion with you" (172); "What does it matter to me what you think?" (173). He has only harsh words to say about "your writers" (177). The first widow’s daughter grew and blossomed "like a delicate rose," he says, alluding to her name and mimicking "the language of your novelists, who know as much about the blossoming of a rose as a Turk knows about the rabonan kadesh [the prayer for the masters and disciples of the law]" (171). Later, he refuses to narrate sentimental details, which "the novelists employ in order to squeeze out a tear from the foolish reader" (189; cp. 195). In particular, he rejects the word "love," which "your writers" have spoiled by indiscriminate use (197; cp. 210). These polemics cover up his cool reactions to the lives of his lovers and to the deaths of his rivals.

The speaker carefully monitors the hearer’s reactions to his story. This is one result of the story’s unusual tone, which is closer to black humor than is usual in Sholem Aleichem's work. To offset this atmosphere, the gentleman narrators befriend women whose infectious laughter brings light to an otherwise dark universe: "She laughs, and everything laughs. . . . The table laughs, the benches laugh, and the walls laugh—all of life laughs" (109-10). The grim mood of "Three Widows" is lightened by laughter for, when beset by difficulties, "they laugh": "With them everything is laughter! All of life is laughter" (189; cp. 191). The redeeming laughter of the three widows differs sharply from the potentially critical or ironic smiles of the hearer. Hence even this silent reaction is unacceptable: "I dislike it when one smiles. You can laugh as much as you wish, but not smile" (200; cp. 168, 187; 107). In this case, most of the laughter occurs within the story rather than on the part of the reader. Somewhat proud of his education, the irascible man explains why, as guardian of the three widows, he receives the name "Cerberus": "They gave me the name ‘Cerberus,’ a dog, that is, that stands at the entrance to paradise" (176). Inadvertently reversing the classical myth, possibly because for him the widows’ home is a paradise, he betrays the fact that he has turned it into a hell for all other suitors. 

"Three Widows" ends in a situation of charged ambiguity. The irascible narrator often refers to his inability to fulfill his desires, saying that despite his infatuation for the first widow, "I had no courage to tell her" (181). There is no way to test his honesty, because the fictional world exists only in the story he tells. Yet internal inconsistencies unsettle the surface effects. The monologist claims never to satisfy his longings for those he calls "my three widows," but he manages to completely dominate their lives, apparently spending most of his days and even some nights with them. This is the conclusion of the story:

You’re ready to go? Come, I’ll go with you. I have to be with my three widows. Just a moment, I want to arrange to have the cat fed, because sometimes I can sit there until morning [ich kon mikh dort farzisen biz tog oykh amol]. We play Yerush, sometimes Preference. We play for money. And you should see how everyone wants to win! And when someone makes a bad play, one doesn’t show any mercy, neither they toward me nor I toward them. With me, if someone makes a bad play in cards, I’m capable of trampling on them, tearing them to pieces! What does your smile mean, for example? I know what you think now. I know you through and through and laugh at your grandma. You’re thinking about me now: "An old bachelor, an irascible man." (212)

In the context of his confessional love story, the hostile relationship between the narrator and his three widows has never before been so evident. It cannot be purely coincidental that one of their card games is called "Preference." The narrator claims that he has never been able to express or enjoy his preferences. Why, then, does he haunt the widows’ house, deep into the night?

There is no basis for further speculation on what “actually” happens between the narrator and his widows. He tells us that he has wasted his life—as a result of his timidity with regard to women. And yet in another sense he has victimized the three widows, constantly hovering nearby, a bourgeois Cerberus, always on the verge of proposing marriage and always delaying. The questionable nature of the irascible man’s attentions becomes clear, from the standpoint of the first widow, when she once asserts that she has wasted her life because of him (178). Although the narrator is a master in the ethereal world of chess strategy, he claims to suffer defeat in real life (177-78). Even this resignation may be a guise which conceals a deeper strategy. Instead of choosing one of the three widows, he possesses all three, both as a sinister benefactor and as their narrative inventor. No amount of scrutiny can fully penetrate the story’s layers of deceit, but the speaker himself alludes to Bismarck, saying: "Words were given to us in order to mask our thoughts" (196).

"A Story of a Greenhorn" (1916), which closes the volume of Monologn, intensifies the earlier voices of mastery. On one level, it epit-
omizes Sholem Aleichem’s scathing critique of America, and (more specifically) of business practices on the Lower East Side. But this monologue also reworks the narratives of manipulation by the gentleman and by the old bachelor. The subtitle of this satire informs us that in it “Mr. Baraban, business broker, tells how he taught a lesson to a greenhorn, who married for the sake of business” (251). This narrator, whose name means “drum,” pounds out a self-righteous account of his wrongdoings. Whereas the gentleman and irascible man have a somewhat ambiguous moral standing, Mr. Baraban has no positive features. This one-sidedness produces a more straightforward and less subtle effect of social criticism.

Like “Yoysef” and “Three Widows,” “A Story of a Greenhorn” opens in reaction to the interlocutor: “You say: America is a land of business—nevermind. It has to be like this” (Ihr sagt: Amerike iz a land fun biznes—nevermind. Es darf azoi tsu zayn) (253). But where “Three Widows” initially attacks psychological theories, this monologue refers to the practices of newcomers and states a moral:

After all, to go and marry and sell oneself for the sake of business—that is really, excuse me, swinishness. I don’t preach morality, but I’m telling you, it’s a fact that ninety-nine percent of greenhorns among us marry for the sake of business. That vexes me, and when I catch such a greenhorn, he doesn’t get away from me in one piece. (Ibid.)

By beginning with a relatively uncontroversial moral judgment (i.e., one should not marry for money), the speaker fastens our recognition of his own immorality. Mr. Baraban tells a tale of his unethical actions, under the mask of self-righteous criticism. This dual presentation produces the strained irony of the story, which the narrator calls a “comedy” (255). As in the other monologues of mastery, the drama centers around a desired woman, and recounts the elimination of a competing man.

An unsuspecting newcomer visits Mr. Baraban, the business broker, together with his wife. They ask for assistance in opening a stationery store. Because Mr. Baraban happens to have a laundry up for sale, he convinces the greenhorn to go into the laundry business. What most impresses the monologist is the greenhorn’s well-favored marriage to a beautiful girl with a fine dowry.

Although the girl is a passive observer of the ensuing spectacle, she is the source of its drama. Mr. Baraban describes her enthusiastically, as he first sees her: “with him a woman—what shall I tell you?—blood and milk. Beautiful as the day and fresh as an apple, just off the tree” (253). His outrage against the greenhorn flares up when he compares their assets:

The bastard has only a few hundred dollars in his pocket and a woman at his side—fine gold! Why does he deserve it? Mr. Baraban, the biggest business broker of the East Side, has to have a wife, excuse me, a monster and what’s more a Xantippe; and God has to send such a jewel to the greenhorn. (257)

In “Yoysef,” the gentleman monologist learns the limits of his wealth, since his beloved is attracted to a poor intellectual. Mr. Baraban refuses to acknowledge forces greater than capital; in Sholem Aleichem’s fiction, the American milieu tends to confirm this view.

By a series of swindles, the business broker succeeds in completely bankrupting the greenhorn who, like the other monologists’ competitors, is imprisoned. As the story closes:

I picked a lawyer for his wife who demands from him, on her account, three things: 1) her money, the thousand-dollar dowry; 2) a divorce; and 3) until she receives a divorce from him, he shall support her in accordance with the laws of the country. (259)

Radicalizing the leanings of other wealthy speakers, this last monologist embodies the triumph of evil. Mr. Baraban unabashedly eliminates his opposition and takes control of the woman’s affairs, through the mediation of a lawyer. Financial power yields personal power, and a self-assurance that blinds the caricatured speaker to the possibility of seeing his actions in a negative light. The story ends in medius res, since we do not know what may ensue between the usurper and the woman whose life he dominates.

After perpetrating a violent scheme, Mr. Baraban narrates his misdeeds complacently and even mora1istically. His language is as violent as the actions he relates; this violence is directed both against people and against language itself. Specifically, the business broker wrecks the Yiddish language by slipping in English words at every turn. This perversion of Yiddish reaches such proportions that the volume of Monologue includes an extensive dictionary of farenglishe words. Sholem Aleichem’s monological narrators betray themselves in the language of their narratives.

Despite the power of the master monologists, we finally resist their attempted domination. Like the implied hearer of these stories, the Sholem Aleichem persona, we leave their narrators with a grimace. This happens in part because we question their actions, and also because they undermine themselves through inconsistencies and questionable language. Each of the bourgeois speakers puts on airs and presumes to know more than he does. They boast of their knowledge, but garble Marxist jargon, place Cerberus at the gates of paradise, and (in “A Story of a Greenhorn”) do obvious violence to the Yiddish language.

Monologue is an appropriate form for these stories, whose speakers live monologically. Dialogue hardly enters into their experience, for they never exchange words or thoughts. We seldom hear a dialogue; the desired women appear almost entirely mute. The monologists are wont to impose their wills, not to suit their actions to others’ needs. They are openly hostile to whatever the captive audience may say, preferring to do all the talking themselves, without interruption.

In the erotic realm that is both suppressed and decisive in these stories, the monologists present themselves as voyeurs. They desire beautiful women from afar, but never seem to get beyond appearances. Ultimately, they desire only their own desire, in a fantasy that cannot be
disturbed by any opposing will. Thus these monologists never procreate; their only offspring are words, words, words. They never escape the limits of the mastery they desire.

Although it is tempting to interpret Sholem Aleichem's monologues of mastery on the mimetic plane, with an eye to clues of unreliability, even the unreliable narrator is only a fictional persona. Sholem Aleichem directs a wide range of narrative strategies toward irony at the expense of his monologists. When they are "low" characters, this irony achieves the effect of light comedy or humor. But when the speakers are more imposing personalities, the irony cuts deeper, challenging the social contexts that empower them. In the monologues of mastery, monologue has become a luxury—and a delusion—of the rich. Their wealth is no extraneous detail; it buys greater freedom from constraints and power to manipulate events. But these monologues are invariably unsettled by discrepancies. Allied with perversions of desire, the monologues are overturned by their forced dependence on others.

Social criticism in literature often depicts corruption in one form or another. Sholem Aleichem's "monologues of mastery" employ a subtler means: in these stories the depiction itself is corrupt. There is no distance between the narrative voice and the world that is described. The monologists inadvertently turn their words against themselves, uncovering bourgeois foibles from within. Monologue, when it is a luxury of the rich, acts as a double-edged sword.
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5. "Yoysef" was first serialized in Der veg, September 22, 24, 25, 1905, and in Dos yidishe togeblat, October 5, 8, 10, 11, 1905. Without substantial changes, the story was republished in Sholem Aleichem's Naye yidisher veke (Warsaw: Progress Edition, 1909), vol. 1, pp. 21-41. These earlier printings bear longer subtitles than the Folksfond edition, and do not place "Gentlewoman" in the Progress edition. In Der veg and the Progress edition, the subtitle reads: "Narrative of a Gentleman and Retold Word for Word by Sholem Aleichem." Dos yidishe togeblat presumably chose its own punning title: "Narrative of a Gentleman and Retold Incidentally in 'Veg' [Underway] by Sholem Aleichem." In a letter to Sholem Aleichem of September 7 (August 25), 1905, Bal Makhshoves mentions having received a copy of this story from him.


7. Despite the narrator's hasty claim to autonomy, he admits that he broke off his studies and married a girl after being threatened by her brother (107). The gentleman tells us that he suffered for three years with her before regaining his freedom. From start to finish, in fact, he is aware of power struggles, and is especially sensitive to those associated with speech; even Yoysel's powers appear to him primarily rhetorical (in the original sense of the word). On the relevant, yet problematic, concept of the unreliable narrator, see Wayne Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961). Booth defines the unreliable narrator as one who does not speak or act "in accordance with the norms of the work (which is to say, the implied author's norms)" (p. 158). Unreliability need not be confined to matters of mimetic detail, but can extend to moral views, judgments, and standards of character.


9. In his essay on "The Social Roots of Sholem Aleichem's Humor," Viner refers to a letter in which Sholem Rabinovitch discusses his malaise within his own social circle, consisting of wealthy people "who value my finances much higher than my literary talent" (op. cit., p. 242). See Dos Sholem Aleykhem bukh, ed. I. D. Berkovitsh (New York, 1926), p. 257. Of course, Sholem Rabinovitch's situation should not be uncritically identified with the fictional situations of Sholem Aleichem.


13. At the same time, Sholem Aleichem employs irony against himself when he has a fictional character criticize his own paper-thin conception of the
world. In effect, this critique may grant a greater illusion of reality to the
provoking speaker, who pretends to understand the real world better than
does his creator.

14. At every turn, the present scene of narration is relevant to the events
narrated. From the start, the speaker challenges his hearer to grasp the
paradoxical tale he will relate: psychology, he says, is incapable of
explaining such hard realities: "Why are you telling me about psychology? If you
want to know the true psychology, you should sit down and listen carefully
to what I tell you" (165). Only after listening to the tale, the speaker claims,
may the hearer express an opinion on the origins of sadness and egoism, or
concerning the character of old maids and bachelors.

The narrator demands freedom to narrate without interruptions, almost as if he were outlining the rules for Freud's talking cure. Sholem
Aleichem knew little or nothing about Freud in 1907, but from our contem-
porary standpoint, the scene of monologue in some ways resembles a
psychoanalytic interview. At several points, in fact, the narrator toys with
the prospect that he is meshuge (166, 171, 178-79, 181, 185, 191, 208). He
directs the hearer to trade places with him, so that while he narrates he may
recline in a rocking-chair; "by the way, it's better for you right there, you
won't fall asleep" (166; cp. 186). Moreover, the speaker says: "I'm speaking
out my heart to you, and with you I want to analyze, to find out where is the
worm?" (185). The hearer's brief reactions are not recorded, however, but
only implied by the monologist's words. Thus the burden—and power—of
interpretation rests with the reader, which gives the story a large measure of
its interest.

15. He also makes slurs against the Jewish people (172, 187), unlike the gentle-
man narrator who admits in passing that he is, in spite of everything, a Jew
(120).

16. In the narrator's telling of his tale, one early point of contention is his
relationship to the first widow's husband: "I was acquainted with her
husband. Not only acquainted, but friendly (bajraynt). That is, I don't say
that we were friends. I say that we were friendly" (167). Later in the story,
the narrator refers back to this "friend" (169, 180-81, 201); his relationship to
the widow makes this a potentially sensitive point.

Similar to Sholem Aleichem's other monologists, the irascible man
digresses frequently and employs a linguistic catchword to bring himself
back to the main thread. His rather Germanic reflex is the connective
adverb, "alzo" (e.g., 166, 167, 169, 171, 172, 173, 176, 177, 182, 184, 185, 190,
201, 203). By means of this word the speaker indicates that he is returning to
the earlier narrative line, but his digressions remain apparent.


18. In these monologues, laughter also occurs at the expense of their narrators,
within the stories they tell. See, for example, the mother's play on the word
farzorgt, in "Yoysef" (110). These stories are neither humorous nor comic in
the usual senses, because we do not laugh heartily with or at their speakers.
(In Sholem Aleichem: zayn vikhtigste werk, zayn humor un zayn ort in der
yidisher literatur [New York: Yidisher Kultur, 1928], Shmul Nigser differen-
tiates between laughter with humorous characters and at comic characters
[pp. 102-4]). Wealthy rather than poor, the domineering speakers do not
represent folkstipn with whom we laugh in order not to cry. Nor do they
make the best of an imperfect world; they add to the world's imperfections.
They have the means to overcome most obstacles to the fulfillment of their
desires. In fact, Sholem Aleichem's fictions depend on the power of these

19. To the extent that the narrator is obviously manipulative, his efforts fail to
achieve their desired effect. We end the story with a critical smile on our
lips, and with an uneasy awareness that we have been had. This conclusion is
analogous to that of a "A zekhs-un-zekhts," in Alc Verk fun Sholem
gesikhniks, p. 171.

20. Curt Leviant's translation perhaps aims to spare innocent readers when it
mistranslates the words that contribute most to our recognition of the
speaker's unlikelihood. It translates "ikhon mishk dort farzitsen biz tig
oykh amol" (212) by "I'm liable to spend the whole day there" (Studies and
Satires, op. cit., p. 213). Granted: given the narrator's equivocations, day
is night and night is day. But "biz tig" does mean "until dawn." "Farzitsen
here means "to sit," although (especially when applied to women) it can also
mean "to remain unmarried." This is exactly what the narrator does;
summled up in a phrase: he stays with the widows night and day, and
remains unmarried.

21. "A mayse mit a grinhorn" was first published in Di varhayt, January 16,
1916, with a long subtitle that was probably not written by Sholem Alei-
chem. An English rendition is contained in Sholem Aleichem, Some Laug-
ther, Some Tears: Tales from the Old World and the New, trans. Curt Leviant
quotations.

22. Compare my Genius and Monologue (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,